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LOVE YOUR LOCALS
We were invited by
Werribee Open
Range Zoo to
become Future
Extinction Fighters
and help save the
Eastern Barred
Bandicoot.

’We need smarter, greener towns
for people and wildlife. How can we
create a Victorian western region
that is sustainable for people and
creates safe habitat for animals like
the Eastern Barred Bandicoot?’

THE 3 AIMS OF LOVE YOUR LOCALS
1. To foster a greater understanding
and appreciation of Wyndham and
Brimbank’s endangered species and
the natural environment through
“Loving Your Locals.”

3. To look at positive actions we
can take as individuals and as a
community to lessen our
environmental impact and
reduce threats to endangered
species and habitats.

2. To broaden
student knowledge
on local
environment and
sustainability
issues.
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Reporter Dragana Sankovic

What is it?
Add picture here.

The Eastern Barred Bandicoot is a
small nocturnal animal. It has
brown fur with 8 white lines at
the back of it, it has deep brown
eyes, with white back and front
legs, it has a rat like tail but
white and it is a very small
animal.

How Is It Endangered?
Eastern Barred Bandicoots are
endangered because of cats and foxes.
Since cats and foxes are nocturnal
animals this means that they can kill
the Eastern Barred Bandicoots easily.
If we don’t think of a reason to save
these innocent creatures then they will
not be able to be released into the
wild because, of how low the numbers
are.

Add picture here.

Reporter Angeline Singh
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Stating the problem
Add picture here.

One common problem we have is rubbish,
mainly plastic bags. Some people have
been rude and disrespectful to the
environment and to the animals by
throwing rubbish in the water or
littering on land. That problem affects
our animals especially the Eastern
Barred Bandicoots.

Their problems
These animals have suffered a lot
because of their loss of their habitat,
the threats such as rabbits and foxes
and the plastic bags that they are
digesting. These are the reasons why
the amount of Eastern Barred Bandicoots
are lessening and we are focusing on
plastic bags.

Our solution
The Love Your Locals team has
come up with a solution to help
the Eastern Barred Bandicoots
to survive and have more
animals. Our solution is to use
bags that are recyclable.

Add picture here.

Help out!
We are encouraging
you to help the
Eastern Barred
Bandicoots by using
recyclable bags.
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Reporter Tina Taunisila

Recycling
Add picture here.

Recycling will help
bandicoots stay alive and
healthy because they won’t be
sick and they will be in good
health. But if we don’t
recycle it will kill the
environment.

What Is Recycling?
Recycling is
reusing
materials and
making things
out of them
e.g. (you can
use a plastic
bottle as a
pencil
holder)
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Eastern Barred Bandicoot
TYPE
HEADLINE HERE
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The Eastern Barred Bandicoot is a
Type article here.
small animal that is close to
being extinct. We think that us
humans can help to save the
Eastern Barred Bandicoot.
We came up with some ideas that we
can do to help save these small
creatures.

Idea
Number HERE
1
TYPE
HEADLINE
You could help by keeping these animals
Type article here.

as pets, because we could take care of
them and make sure they were healthy.
If they were out predators could attack
them, so they would be safer at our
house. You would need to make sure that
you had no other animals in your house
because they could harm these
creatures. BUT THIS IDEA WON’T WORK
We know that it is illegal to keep
native animals as pets!

TYPE HEADLINE HERE
Idea Number 2

Type article here.

You can help by reducing plastic because
plastic can kill these animals if they
mistake it for food. A tip to reduce plastic
is to reuse plastic bags, even the shops
offer you recyclable plastic bags. If you
keep doing that we will reduce plastic.

Add picture
.
here.

Boomerang Bags

TYPE HEADLINE HERE

Idea Number 3

Type article here.

You can help by donating
some 5 cent coins to us so we
can raise money to protect
them. We don’t mind how
much you give.

Reporter Rhys Parker

Safe Habitat
Bandicoots should have a safe
habitat where they should not be
hurt because lots of bandicoots
are being hurt out in the wild and
it could lead them to extinction.

Climate Change
Climate change could also be the
reason why these animals are
facing extinction. That’s why
these animals should be safe where
they can’t get hurt.

Keeping them safe
Bandicoots should be
in a safe habitat
where they can be
safe.

Reporter Aeda Bulner

Evil

STRAY CATS
Cats are an extreme threat to Eastern
Barred Bandicoots in Australia. Stray
cats hunt for nearly all of the food
they eat. The Eastern Barred
Bandicoot’s body is not adapted to
outrunning cats and foxes, as they are
not natural predators. The Eastern
Barred Bandicoot is also not adapted to
defending itself.

Non-Native Plants
Non native plants attract non
native insects, then the bandicoot
eats them and the bandicoots can
get sick. Some of the non-native
insects are insects that could
kill a bandicoot if a large enough
quantity is consumed.

Reporter Rehima Amie

The Zoo’s Plan
To save the Eastern Barred Bandicoot,
the Zoos Victoria have a plan
They have 8 projects going from 20142019. Hopefully, if this part of the
Wildlife Conservation Master Plan
works, then the Eastern Barred
Bandicoot’s population will grow and
they can be released back into the
wild.

The 8 Projects
These are the projects the zoos will use
- Have a captive breeding program at the
Melbourne Zoo and at the Werribee Open
Range Zoo
- Upgrade the facility for the EBB to
help the plan
- Hire a EBB project Officer to manage
breeding and recovery
- Allocate private land at Tiverton
Station in western Victoria
- Let out EBB onto Phillip
Island
- Release Eastern Barred
Bandicoot on to French Island
- Start Guardian dog Program at
Tiverton Station for them to
get used to EBB over 5 years
- -Have a drone monitoring
system

Add picture here.

All of this will
cost (over 5
years) $3.56
million.

Reporter Cassidy Grey

The
Guardian
Dogs

The Werribee Open Range
Zoo is seeing if
guardian dogs will
protect Eastern Barred
Bandicoots. They are
putting the dogs on the
EBBs land.

They will be testing
this out for 5 years
to see if the dogs
care about the EBBs
and what they will
do.

It will not be like
a flock of sheep or
chickens because the
EBB don’t like to be
together in a group.

Reporter Aiden Chittleborough

Eastern Barred Bandicoot

Add picture here.

Plastic can hurt
animals.

The Eastern Barred Bandicoot is in
a great danger of being extinct.
Us humans have to do something
really quick to save these cute
little animals. The love your
locals team is already trying to
do some thing to save them. But we
need more from you people.

Reducing Plastic
Reducing plastic is a good thing
that people can do to save these
animals . Plastic is also a big
problem that makes animals
sick or die, especially the
Eastern Barred Bandicoot.

Recycling

Recycling is another way that
humans help save these
animals. One way to recycle
is reusing paper and plastic
bags.Recycling is really
important because it can save
animals.

Add picture here.

Go Digital
Our School Newsletter is now
digital to save paper. We have
made our newspaper digital
too on our School Website.

Reporter Khyarna Howard

Some
Suggestions
We are first going to
start with Dragana’s
suggestion Lowanna
which in aboriginal
language means
‘girl.’

What can we name
one of the Eastern
Barred Bandicoots?

The next suggestion we have
is from Cassidy and Ms
Louise. Their suggestion is
Pupoe which means little
mouse in Karen (Burmese).
Rehima’s suggestion
is Lily.

Aeda likes Kamilla
because it is an
edible plant.

The next
suggestion we
have is from Tina
and it is Elena.

Nimmu
suggested
Jake.
The next suggestion
we have is from
Angeline and her
suggestion is Jamima.
Rhys thought of
the name James.

We raised money to support the Eastern Barred Bandicoot

FUNDRAISER

Add picture here.

We were raising money to
support the survival of the
Eastern Barred Bandicoot. We
asked people to help by
donating a five cent coin.
We were trying to cover the
map of Australia with five
cent coins.

We made announcements
at assembly.

First we
covered
Victoria.

